
THEME: LOVE 
 
COMPREHENSION: FRIENDSHIP OR LOVE? 
 

Nr Memorandum Mark Barret 

1. Yes, “puppy” refers to something in its „baby‟ stage or 

something which is young/immature.  It is a relevant word as 

this passage is mostly about young/teenage love. 

(Accept other relevant answers) 

3 4 

2. Teenagers get involved in relationships / go on dates because 

it is something to do / in order to keep themselves occupied / 

for the fun of it. 

2 2 

3. No, she specifically said she was with the guy so she would 

have something to do AND she says that her friend was only 

upset because she didn‟t have a guy to pay for her movie 

tickets anymore. 

2 2/3 

4. It‟s the first step to developing healthy relationships in the 

future / it teaches one how to love / it is a way to share things 

with someone that you trust / it help you to have someone go 

through the transitions of adolescence. (any TWO) 

2 2 

5. inclination 1 2 

6. The title aks a question – whether it is actual love or rather a 

type of friendship / The word “infatuation” implies that it is 

rather an obsession or a fascination with each other and it 

might not be real love. 

2 3 

7. Informal, it makes use of the first person “you” / it contains 

contractions “it‟s” / asks a lot of rhetorical questions 
2 3 

8.1 But when getting involved with anyone it puts feelings on the 

line. 
1  

8.2 again 1  

8.3 I believe that teenage love is the first step to developing 

normal healthy relationships in the future. I've heard many 

people on TV talk how they will never forget their first love. (or 

semi colon / conjunction) 

1  

8.4 adjectival clause 1  

8.5 abstract noun 1  



9. annoyed / irritated / sarcastic 1 3 

10. In frame 6 Jon is minding his business and drinking his coffee.  

Garfield walks up to Jon and still seems irritated (eyes half 

closed).  In frame 7 Garfield is clearly angry as he slaps Jon (as 

seen by the action lines and his brows are raised slightly).  

Jon‟s face show shock at being hit as his eyes are wide open 

and he spits his coffee out.  The word “smack” contributes to 

Garfield‟s action.  When Garfield says, “See what you started?” 

his anger/annoyance is clear – Jon started calling Arlene 

Garfield‟s „girlfriend‟ and now she is questioning/forcing him to 

say she is. 

(Answer must refer to visuals an text, refer to both characters 

AND give a reason for the slap) 

4 3 

 


